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Fire stairs called a hazard
Delay in construction of new stairs angers
JMU Shenandoah Apartment's residents
By KEVIN MILLER
Residents of Shenandoah
Apartments are convinced
that their fire escape is a
dangerous fire hazard that
needs to be replaced immediately.
The
James
Madison
University Safety Office does
not consider it a "fire
hazard," but admits that if
should be replaced.
Meanwhile, residents of
Shenandoah are irritated with
the delavs.
"We plan to replace them
with metal stairs," said
William Merck, assistant
vice-president of business

affairs. Merck has authorized
that a new set of metal stairs
be built.
However, Merck said he
does not know when the new
stairs will be constructed. One
company has submitted an
estimate but two more are
needed, so- the university can
take the lowest bidder, he
said.
Shenandoah's Hall Council
President Stan Golden, and
Resident
Adviser
Scott
Williams have complained
about the two-story wooden
staircase for. over a year,
according
to
Williams.
"(Building and Grounds) ha*

Photo by Chtrlw A. Failo

LACK OF construction bids has delayed replacing the wooden
steps.

been here a few times to fix
them up a little bit," but I
think they're iust "putting
off" replacing them, he said.
"Now it's worse than it's
ever been," said Golden, a
resident
of
Shenandoah
Apartments for four years.
Golden's concern for the
safety of the fire escape
prompted him to ask a
volunteer fireman to inspect
the staircase. "In my opinion
it's a fire hazard," said Butch
Funk, a Mt. Jackson Volunteer Fireman. "When I looked
at (the fire escape) I was
shocked because I didn't think
JMU would let a thing like
that get by," he said.
Funk cited several safety
violations. One reason the
stairs are unsafe is because
they are made of wood, he
said. If a fire spread between
the inside and outside wall,
the outside bricks could be
intensely heated, igniting the
wooden staircase. "As dry as
those stairs are it could easily
happen," he said.
In addition, two large
propane tanks are located
next
to
the
stairs.
Funk also warned that the
steps are not steady enough to
support more than four of five
men at one time. "Guys on the
second floor could be trapped
in the building if there was a
fire," he said. "I know it
wouldn't pass inspection in
Mt. Jackson."
Regardless
of
Funk's
opinion, neither Mt. Jackson's
nor Harrisonburg's Fire
Department has jurisdiction
at JMU, according to George
Marcum, superintendent of
buildings
and
grounds.
Decisions concerning safety
here are made by Safety

X

Ptwto by CharlOT A. Mzk>

PROPANE tanks under the stairs are cause for concern.
come to support it, they could
Coordinator Richard Garber.
have built a new set of stairs,"
Garber does not think the
said Fernando Navarrete,
steps are a fire hazard. "I
inspect that building every
another (, resident of the
two weeks," he said. "We
apartments.
shored up the stairs to the
A maintenance worker who
point where we consider them
wished not to be identified
safe."
stated that "the steps are
Garber follows a number of
definitely
dangerous
as
state and federal standards
narrow and old as they are."
when determining the safety
It's good that people are
of the structures on campus.
finally doing something about
In order to meet fire stan- it," he added.
dards he consults the State
Fire Code, he said.
While the students wait for a
new fire escape to be built and
While v Garber maintains
JMU waits for construction
that the stairs are not a fire
bids, Navarrete is concerned:
hazard he said he thinks they
"If there was a fire I'd be up
need to be replaced.
"As
many times as the creek because my window
(Buildings and Grounds) have is 30 feet above the ground."
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Eight Different Styles
Free Valentine Gift Wrap

CHARLES MATHIAS, Inc.
102 S. Main St.
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SGA endorses legislation

Committee defeats student fee bill
By CINDY ELMORE
A bill 'that would have
prohibited student fees from
going to politically-affiliated
campus organizations was
killed in the Virginia General
Assembly Education Committee last week.

The bill, introduced by
Delegate
John
Buckley,
defined political organizations
as any student, organization
engaging in support of or
opposition to federal, state or
local
candidates
or
legislation. The bill excluded

LUIGI'S
**** PIZZERIA****
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Presents:,
Cliffs Notes help busy
people...
• study more effectively.
• increase understanding of
novels, plays and poems.
• review quickly for exams.

H

_.:..

Come in today! We have
more than 200 Cliffs Notes
titles to help improve your
grades and save time.
Available at:

BOOKSELLER

+ * Chicago Style Pizias * *
Subs & Deli Sandwiches
ABC on Premise
Old Mill & Michelob on tap
-daily lunch specials from 11-2:00
plus your Favorite import-beers*
At two Locations:
No, .1 1010 S. Main'433-110T
. (in front of Campu>)
. ON CAMPUS DELIVCftlES
Starting at 6pm.-11pm. Mon. -Thurs
• last call 10:30*
No. 2 1059 S. Hign fall 433-0077
• DINE IN OR TAKE OUT •
Hours : opsn 7 days a week
Sun- -Thurs til Midnight
Fri.-Sat. til 2 am

It takes
a good head
to make it
through college.

student governments and
student newspapers.
"I think it's fundamentally
wrong to require a student to
fund another student's politics
to get an education," Buckley
said.
However, "members of the
committee didn't see any
problem -igiving
money to
*"**—
he added,
the bill would
1 sterilization
campuses."
HOUSE BILL 213 was endorsed by the James Madison
University Student Government Association senate and
executive council last week.
Chuck Cunningham, SGA
administrative vice president,
and Jim Burroughs, JMU
Board of Visitors member,
testified in favor of the bill
before the house committee
Thursday.
"I was glad to have the
endorsement of the JMU
student government,"
Buckley said. "I was glad they
understood the concept behind
it"
According to Cunningham,
student governments at the
University of Virginia and
George Mason University
were opposed to the bill. He
added that the uVa student
government believed that 12
to 15 UVa organizations that
are front-end budgeted by its
student government would
have been affected by the bill.
"I FEEL this is a pile of
rubbish," Cunningham added.
"The committee asked me,

'Isn't it odd that your
university is the only institution in the state to support
this bill?' I said no, because
we believe students shouldn't
have to physically or financially support any candidate
or legislation not of their
choice."
Buckley explained that his
bill would not have prohibited
groups "not fundamentally
political in nature" to engage
in political activity; it simply
would have required those
groups to take any such action
with their own money.
According to Cunningham,
the committee brought up "all
types of absurdities" during
his testimony.
"They said the bill limits
freedom of speech and press,
where it clearly excludes
student newspapers." Cunningham said. "The big thing
that bothers me is bow they
ran the hearing. If I hadn't
interrupted the chairman, I
would never have been able to
answer the questions."
A COMMITTEE member
accused the JMU student
government of "only scratching the surface of this bill,"
and of not understanding its
repercussions, Cunningham
said.
Buckley added that he does
not plan to reintroduce the bill
next year. "Until the make-up
of the education committee
changes, it won't make a
difference," he said. "I don't
see much hope. It's a shame,
because the concept is still
valid."

Book your banquets
and private parties
with

---.*<«£,

Palmer House Restaurants
433-8181

:ouroN • cur COUPON • cur

COUPON

• cur COUPON • cur

COUTON

• cur COUPON • cu

Get a Hot n Juicy
Single Hamburger, crispy
golden French Fries
and a 16 oz. soft drink
for just...

"

$148
JL cheese extra

OFFER EXPIRES
»H7»»» Mkukniab.

-2 -80
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Fewer faculty may be hired,
ten percent raise requested
By CINDY ELMORE
Fewer additional faculty
positions may be filled at
James Madison University if
the
Virginia
General
Assembly does not approve a
10 percent pay raise for
current faculty.
Minutes from the Jan. '17
faculty senate meeting state,
'To increase faculty salaries,
the administration has considered filling fewer positions
than have been authorized and
using that money for salary
increases
for
present
faculty."
Originally, $12,230,700 was
requested for faculty salaries
at JMU for the 1960-1961
academic year, according to
Dr. Thomas Stanton, vice
president for academic affairs. That allocation would
permit JMU 484 faculty
positions, at a seven percent
raise above current salaries.
However, university
President Ronald Carrier has
requested additional state
funds which would give a 10
percent raise to current

members.
still
faculty
retaining the 484 faculty
member level permitted at
JMU.
Currently, JMU has 460
faculty members.
"The amount of money is
set up by the legislature, but
we have flexibility in how it is
divided up," Stanton said,
explaining that JMU can not

'We are hiring now
because we're
$o sure'
exceed the 484 faculty
positions, nor the $12,230,700
faculty.
salaries
appropriation, but could cut
back on either allotment
General Assembly
guidelines are established by
using a "peer rating" system,
Stanton said, "so that our
salaries are like salaries all
over the United States."
Peer ratings list salary

COLLEGE
NIGHT
EAT DRINK & BE MERRY!!!

variations at alt colleges and
universities. These lists are
compared to state-supported
schools in Virginia according
to the enrollment size, faculty
size, and number and levels of
degrees offered, Stanton
explained.
He emphasized that the
General Assembly probably
would approve a 10 percent
increase in faculty salaries at
all state-supported colleges
and universities in Virginia, if
it approved the pay hike for

PITCHERS
l.f©

Real Homemade Spaghetti
& Meat Sauce
$3*5'

ALL YOU CAN EAT J
With Home Baked Garlic Bread k Salad

P.F. Come As You Are!! THERE IS NO DRESS CODE IN
OUR DINING ROOM DAY OR NIGHT!!
Current annual faculty
10 Percent Off Discount to Students, all Day, Any Day!!
salaries at JMU are $25,300 for 1
, 51 Court Square 434-2809
full professors, $21,400 for
associate professors, $18,100
for assistant professors and
$15,300 for instructors. ,
"I mink the General
Assembly is going to come
through and give the money,"
Stanton said, adding that the
funds transfer would be a
"last resort
"Right now, things appear
to be clicking along well. We
are hiring now because we're
157 Warsaw Ave.
so sure it's going to happen."

MIDWAY

One block west of JMU's
Front Entrance 434-7943

Bridal Show
Swatoij, Fetowwy 10

ot!

at fte Hotidmi 9icii '* u s«
GET YOUR TICKETS
NOW AT

Wlm-Wd
$3.50
f»r person

Q&. jQxkL i cHoiU*
434-80U

THC MAMt« IT
Featuring

Sdmidb

1.59
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New York afynffHzfca

-Large

-lettering and numbering
-Greek lettering
-custom printing
NOW INTRODUCING: Night Shirts - Soccer Shirts
XXL & XXXL T-Shirts
Create Your Own T-Shirt Design from Any:
Drawing
Album Cover
color or blk./wht.

Open tit 12 Kegfctfy

* Best Prices in Town*

Specializing In Transfers

10-9 MOn. - Sat.

2.02

.

Front Fashion Tops to T-shirts
(long & short sleeve)
And Other Accessories

v

ScW% M&»)

-V-.o-

TOPS FOR EVER YONE

Photo

2.55

In Court Squor* Village

CASABLANCA, FULL TILT & WILSON JEWELERS

Slide

Budwewet 16 sj. aw*

v>nccsc —
l Topping
2 Toppings
3 Toppings (or more)

-4.00—
-4.75

5.50—
w

Medium

Small

—3.50—

-2.75

4.25—

-3.25

5.00—

—S.7S

"*;.B'7' JT^^T. ^

.55 a slice (plus .15 a topping)
STEAK SUBS $1.70 phis extra for topping

50c Off Any Pizza with coupon
■

Offer expires Feb. 28

.Clipping

434-4824 Located in Valley Mall

i2S

CIRO'S EASY CARRY OUT
778 E. Market
Tuesday-Thurs. 11:00 - Midnight
Friday -Saturday k Monday 11:00 -lam
*'.™'r'*W'-'V ».• •»■. . " . ^
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SOUTH HAMPTON
COIN LAUNDRY

Probation suggested as penalty,
for alt academic violations here

V

Tired of waiting in line for your
dorm's washer ? Come to
South ham pton and end your wart.
1425 S.AAain 434-5260

ARE FOUR
BLANK WALLS
DRIVING YOU
UP ONE?

j

pulsion intended for the most
severe violations."
- Vice President Susan Hobbs
pointed out that most students
are unaware that a refund is
given to the suspended student
and that the offense is not
entered on a permanent
record. "Students are allowed
to return with a clean slate if
they choose to," Hobbs added.
President Kevin Rack said
"We have dealt with this issue
in the past, and although it
should be considered, it is not
as effective as suspension or
expulsion.
Dr. William Nelson, honor
council coordinator, was more
sympathetic to probation. "I
would be receptive to

SGA incurs $683 deficit,
from poor

COURT SQUARE
CARDS & BOOKS

now features matted
prints & posters!
Hours: M,T,W, Saturday: 9-6
Th,F: 9-9
New and Secondhand Paperbacks
Valley's Most Unusual Cards
Located in between Spanky's and
Denton's in beautiful downtown
Harrisonburg

By KEVIN HUNT
A bill of opinion by Student
Government
Association
senator
Gary
Beugnet
dominated the discussion at
the Honor Council Advisory
Board
meeting Monday.
Beugnet's bill, later to be
introduced to the SGA,
suggested
probation
as
punishment for academic
violations.
This proposal met with
diverse
reactions
from
members of the board Dr.
Raymond Dingledine,
chairman of the board, stated
that "probation would not be a
meaningful punishment.
Suspension is'only the leaser
of two penalties, with ex-

433-1155

By CINDY ELMORE
A $883 loss was assumed by
the Student Government
Association Christmas dance
held in December, Secretary
Debbie Smith told the
executive council last week.
With a 29-couple attendance, the dance cost $915
to hold, but ticket sales only
totaled $232.
Since the senate authorized
$1,000 for dance expenditures,
the SGA is ahead $317, ac cording to Treasurer Jeff
Bolander.
"I wouldn't advise having
one
next
year
unless,
something changes," he said.

Losses can be attributed to
"poor planning and poor
organization," said Chuck
Cunningham, administrative
vicepresident.
"There was much dissention in the senate die week
before the dance, whether to
have it or not," be said. "They
got themselves committed but
did not want to go through
with it."
Expenses for the dance
included a band, beer, food,
posters, tickets and door
prizes, Bolander said, adding
that the SGA lost more than
$1,000 on the 1978 Christmas
dance.

probation
if
reasonable
standards could be adopted,
be said."
^^
In other business, members
discussed the need of making
the student body more aware
of trials for academic
violations.
Dingledine
suggested that these trials
could be given attention by
publishing the statistics of
previous trials (excluding
names of defendents) in the
first of every semester.
Failure of students to Write
the Honor Code on all
assignments was brought up
by Rack. He said Margaret
Gordon, chairperson of the
faculty senate, would send out
reminders to all departments
to encourage use of the Honor
Code.
The Board also
discussed plans to survey the
faculty and students on their
opinion of the pledge.
Replacements for
two
Honor Council positions were
vote in by the Board. Julie
Williams from the School of
Education will replace Annette Tamblin. John Humphries from the School of Fine
Arts and Communication will
replace Linda Harding. The
vacancy
left
by
the
resignation of Dr. Eugene
Connors will be filled at the
next meeting.
Members also discussed
alterations for the 1960-81
Student Handbook. It was
agreed that clarification is
needed in certain areas and
that emphasis should be place
on the procedure of the Honor
Council.

COUNSELING& STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT CENTER
rfzran&l
GROUPS
Personal Growth
Alternative Life Styles
Women's Group
Concerned Person's
(concerned about alcohol
use of friends or family.)
Educational Skills Development

In addition to the variety of individual counseling
services offered by the Counseling and Student
Development Center,, we will be offering the follow
ing groups during, the Spring s^ro.,Jo80. We are
located in 200 Alumnae Hall, and you may call
433-6552,to make an appointment to talk with a staff)
member.Our walk-in time is 3-5 p.m. AAon.-Thurs.

EXPERIMENTAL UNIVERSITY
COURSES
Relationship Skills
Assertion Training

SELF-HELP LIBRARY
We have a self-help library located in our waiting room
which contains resource materials in the following areas:
Weight Control
Women's concerns
Assertiveness
Smoking
Sexuality

- People As Partners
Study Skills ■
Talk, Walk and Jog Group
Wholistic Health Service
Students may sign up for Mini-courses in the Warren
Union Building on a first come, first served basis.

General Self-improvement
Career Planning (literature and tapes)
Planning for Marriage / Relationships
Anxiety Management / Relaxation

WE ALSO OFFER
Talks to Residence -Hall Groups ,
Educational Skills Development
Consultation Servrces to Faculty
and Student Groups
.***■

r
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Alumni Services seeks hinds,
donors solicited through mail
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Last year James Madison
University received $57,920 in
alumni contributions, according to Tom Watkins,
director of alumni services
here.
,
'
The class of 1928 led in
contributions, giving $3,186,
Watkins said. A total of 2,798
alumi contributed last year,
NiiSy-seven percent of the
contributions to JMU, including
donations
from
sources other than alumni, go
toward university support and
scholarships.
Alumni Services acts as a
service agency for JMU
alumni, Watkins said, adding
that his office was designed to
centralize fund raising efforts
and activities for former
students.
Students are contacted by
Alumni Services before they
Saduate and asked to make
nations to the university.
Upon graduation the major
method of communication and
donation solicitation is by
mail, coordinated through the
class agent system, Watkins
said.
Through the class agent
system each class has
someone who coordinates
alumni activities in the area of
fund raising.
According to Watkins, a
five-year plan for alumni

«

donations has been considered. Then total contributions would be used to do
something for the university.
Often donors designate that
funds be spent in certain
areas, Watkins noted.
Alumni contributions are

tax deductible as a donation to
a charitable organization, he
said.
Although alumni do all the
fund raising for contributions,
they have the use of all
Alumni Services equipment

Program permits youth
in campus activities free
By CINDY ELMORE
A system allowing area
underpriviledged youth to
attend
James
Madison
University activities free of
charge, has been sponsored by
the Student Government
Association since last year.
The SGA's
nationallyrecognized "Underpriviledged Youth
Program"
permits JMU
students involved in activities
with local youth, to bring the
child to most University
Program Board and athletic
events free of charge. The
JMU student still would be
charged for his own admission
and would have to escort the
child into the event.
The program was instituted
because "students don't have
the money to take kids to these
events,".said SGA legislative
vice
president
Robin
Lawrence.

She stressed that not all
events are included in the
S-ogram,
such
as
omecoming, a few major
basketball games and several
UPB events. A compiled list of
activities is available in the
SGA office.
Several procedures must be
followed before the child's
free pass will be issued.
The JMU student first must
request the child's pass by
filling out a form which is
available in the SGA office.
The SGA sends the list of
names and number of tickets
needed either to the UPB or
the Intercollegiate Sports
Program Office. This information must be available
to the respective ticket office
no later than two days before
the event. The student then
presents the pass • request
form to allow the child into an
event free.

*•
Cokes

**

16 oz 8 pk

.99

plus deposit
Miller Beer 12 oz
reg or Lite 1.99
Ann Page ice cream
V2 cjal .99
Welch's Grape jelly or jam
48 oz. .99
Zesta Saltines
lb. pkg. .69
Lay's potato chips, 7.5 oz .69
Vlas tc Pickles
46 oz .99
Ann* Page spaghetti ,
thin & reg 16 oz 2/1.00
Ragu spaghetti sauce
15.5oz .69
Banquet frozen fried chicken
21b 1.99
Marble slice bacon lb.
.79
Smithfield Ham sausage
l2oz 1.29
Gwaltney great dogs
lb .99
A&P sausage
lb .79
Oscar Mayer bologna
12 oz 1.49
White grapefruit 5 lb bag .88
Oranges
5 Ibliag .88
Honey tangerines
10/.88
Kiwi fruit
5/.88
Banquet TV dinner- Chicken,
Turkey, Salisbury Steak,
Meatloaf .59
Lyndon Farm french fries
;.
"
^2 lb pkg 2/TX)0
Geno's Italian bread pizzas
5oz 2/1.00
Marvel hamburger & hotdog
j rolls 8 pk .39
Ann Page yogurt,
fruited 8 oz .37

-.-«-«-... .v.-.. -I..-*, •w/v.^j-i.
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Shenandoah room
th. physical • hiIon JapartMnt M
•a pOMibl*.

POCWT CALHOATCH let
'. n.th. plan.t.riua.
Ranard offtrad. Call
6nS »1tn daaertptlon.
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JMU Jazz
The JMU Jazz Winter
Concert
featuring
Joint
Venture and the JMU Jazz
Band Will be held Wed. at 8:00
p.m in Wilson Auditorium
instead of Thursday.

Energy contest
An
energy
efficiency
suggestion contest will be held
each month. A $25 cash award
will be given monthly to the
student, faculty or staff
member who submits the best
energy efficiency suggestion.
Send suggestions to Energy*
Efficiency Suggestion, Box
2355.

Will be held In the
Waaplar Experimental
ThMtn this rrtday
and Monday.

office this May
and Suwatr Seealc
ANNOUNCE IS BRBZlf

Senior Honors
Juniors
interested
in
enrolling in Senior Honors
next year should contact their
academic advisors before
spring break. For more information, contact Dr. Riley,
•172.

Math club
The Math Club is now
looking for new members.
Anyone with a major or minor
in Mathematics or an interest
in Math who has completed
Math 235 is eligible. All interested
persons
should
contact Rhonda at phone 7316
by Monday for more information.

There will be another sixpercent solution from 8:00 11:30 p.m., Feb. 28, in the
Shenandoah Room of Chandler Hall. Tickets are $1.50 for
all Ithe beverages and snacks
you want. Ticket sales start
Feb. 6 in the secretary's office
in Wine-Price, TFC, WMRA.
and Wampler. No tickets will
be sold at the door. You must
have a ticket to be admittted.

Media show
A "Two Woman Show" by
students Karen Byer and
Paula Dubill will be on display
at
the
Harrisonburg
Rockingham Historical
Society, 301 S. Main St from
Feb. 3-Feb.l4. There will be
an opening reception for the
mixed-media show on Feb. 4
from 7-8 p.m. The gallery is
open Monday through Friday
9 • a.m.-5 p.m.

Wesley Foundation

Ski trip
The Commuter Student
Committee is sponsoring a ski
trip to Massanutten on Feb. 6.
The cost is $5.00 for a lift ticket
and $4.00 for rentals. The bus
will leave Godwin parking lot
at 5:15 p.m. The first 20 seats
are reserved for commuting
students who register in advance in the CSC. office.
Remaining positions are open
to anyone who delivers cash
payment at 5:00 p.m. Those
choosing to drive must
register at this time.

Math colloquium
There
will
be
a
Mathematics and Computer
Science Colloquium at 4:30
p.m., Wednesday, in Burruss
111.. The speaker is Jeffrey
Birch from the Dept of
Statistics at V.P.I. The subject is "Some Concepts of
Robust Estimation."

—

Slides taken in the Middle
East will be shown at the
Wesley Foundation's Wednesday Night Fellowship this
week at 6:30 p.m., 680 S.
Mason St. Guest speaker will
be Jim Miessner, who has
traveled in the Middle East
countries in his work for
Kawneer Co., Inc. Wesley
Bible study will follow at 8
p.m., concentrating on the
15th chapter of the Gospel of
John.

Eta Sigma Delta
The
Hotel-Restaurant
Management program announced the formation of a
chapter of the International
Hospitality
Management
Honor Society, ETA SIGMA ■
DELTA.
the
following
students became the society's
charter members at the induction dinner conducted by
Dr. Stan ton on Jan. 23:
Thomas Barclay, Stephen
Baughan,
Mary
Beard,
Robert Bobbin, Cathy Bvford,
Donna Coles, JoeDiPeppe,
Marsha Frith, Mark Kepley,
Sandy Lanever, Bruce Link,
Caleb Miles, Noellie Novak,
Tim O'Neil, Pat Sanchez, Ron
Strecker, William Sullivan,
and Leslie Waldrop. Local,
state, and national projects
. are planned.

Art show
Burt Parker, visiting artist
and
photographer,
will
present slides of his color
photographic work at 8:00
p.m., Thursday, in DA100 of
the Duke Fine Arts Center.
Admission is free.

INVEST IN GOLD
AND SAVE!

ODU tickets

i.

JMU students will be
required to pick up an advance ticket to gain admission
to the Dukes home game with
Old Dominion University on
Feb. 9. Advance tickets for
this game can be picked up
from the ticket office from
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Feb. 6 and
7.

14 karat gold jewelry sale.

ONE DAY ONLY
Wednesday, February 6-

Juan Carlos Ortiz
.'.'•-.-..-*.

Here's your chance to invest in gold at

Pi Gamma Mu

terrific low prices. Select from Italian

Dr. Fletcher, an historian
from Lexington, Va. will be
speaking at 6:00 p.m.,
Thursday, in Burruss 14.
Sponsored by Pi GAmma Mu.
All welcome.

gold chains for men and women, bracelets,
pins charms, charm holders, in this special
one day event. Don't miss it !!

Writing lab

SHOW STOPPER SPECIAL
Find your 'initial5 pendant,

$16.99

all letters are available.

Shop 10 til 9 Mon - Sat.

■

Juan Carlos Ortiz, dynamic
Third World speaker and
- author of the [*~k-b'~i.:lAe,
will be speaking at 7:00 p.m.,
Sunday, in Godwin Hall.

>v ■im»i nwnw—mMitiMini"'i

The writing lab offers individualized help for students
writing papers, reports, or
observations, studying for
essay exams, writing resumes
or letters of application, and
preparing to take the GRE,
LSAT, or GMAT. For further
information,
call
Mrs.
Hoskins at 6401 or stop by
Sheldon 206.

PhiChiTheta
Attention Women Business
Majors: Get involved with
people of your same future
profession. The first rush
meeting of Phi Chi Theta is at
7:00 p.m., Feb. 5 or 6, in Room
C of the WUU. For further
information, contact Debbie,.

>
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StowlTafeeo
A brief look at what's happening around the nation, around the world

WASHINGTON (AP) - The standby draft
registration proposal President Carter will put
before Congress will have a difficult time
winning approval whether or not it includes
women, several influential congressmen
predict.
Furthermore, staff aides on the two committees that would take up such legislation
question whether any proposal stands a better
chance of passage than the registration bill
easily defeated in the House last year.
And trouble on Capitol Hill could be only part
of a larger registration dilemma facing Carter,
who has said he will decide by Feb. 9 whether
to include women in his proposed revival of
standby registration.
Feminist groups, on the one hand, are
pressuring him to include women as a matter
of equal rights. But other ivomen's groups
want women specifically excluded.
As to the proposal to register anyone, man or
woman, Rep. Bob Carr, D-Mich., said he thinks
Carter will "end up looking damn foolish."
Carr, who supports Carter's re-election bid,
Cedged to renew his fight against registration,
ist year he and other representatives
defeated a bill that would have required men to
register, That measure was not supported by
the White House.
Telephone interviews with several other
members of the House and Senate armed
services committees back up Carr's view that
the registration proposal faces rough sledding.
Some favor registering men only. Some
oppose registration but insist women must be
included if it happens. Others want an alternative type of "universal service" for

WASHINGTON (AP) - Defense Secretary
Harold Brown is considering basing more
Navy ships overseas so they could respond
more quickly to international crises.
Such a decision would be certain to affect
Norfolk-based ships, as well as others in the
Atlantic Fleet.
Three Norfolk-based ships earlier this month
were ordered from the Mediterranean Sea to
the Indian Ocean to protect vital crude oil
shipments following the Soviet Union's intervention in Afghanistan and threats to the
Persian Gulf areas.
As a result of sending two carrier battle
groups to the Indian Ocean, Brown said, U.S.
sea power is stretched thin in the
Mediterranean and western Pacific.
The defense secretary said while he believes
the Navy could maintain the Indian Ocean
deployment force "for a significant time," he
also thinks "we may have to rearrange some of
our deployments."
Brown did not say where the additional ships
would be based, or how many.
But he said that the new problems in the
Persian Gulf have caused him to consider a
permanent force in the Indian Ocean. No
decision has been made on what kind of force it
would be, he said.

While Carter has not said whether he "will
propose
including
women,
several
congressmen said they believe the administration is leaning in that direction.

r

America's best ally.

More sea power

Draft in trouble?

Unreliable MPG

N

Pot bust
FAIRFAX (AP) - Fairfax County police report
the seizure of more than $250,000 worth of
marijuana and Quaaludes, one of the largest
drug seizures in the history of the county.
Police records indicate officers confiscated
more than 500 pounds of marijuana, 1,400
Quaaludes, two knives and $300 in cash.

WERNER'S PARTY PACKAGE STORE

WASHINGTON (AP) - An Energy Department
advisor says the mileage stickers on new car
windows overstate gas mileage by as much as
30 percent-and the situation is getting worse.
Because of the carefully controlled circumstances under which new cars are tested, a
car rated at 27.5-miles-per gallon might actually only get 19.5 mpg on the road, a House
sub-committee was told Tuesday.
Barry McNutt, a technical advisor to the
Energy Department, said "the impact of this
bend of increasing shortfall, if unchanged,
would be to increase automobile fuel consumption by l million barrels."

NEW RELEASES

Jill Werner Campus Rep,

S

•v.,«—

LONDON (AP) - Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher has become Europe's strongest
supporter of President Carter's policy on Iran
and Afghanistan.
Mrs. Thatcher's Conservative government
has been the first in Europe to show support for
almost every measure adopted by the Carter
administration in its confrontation with the
Kremlin over Afghanistan.
Some veteran Western diplomats see it as
the closest U.S. British alliance since World
War II.
"The United States is the final guarantor of
European security," she told the House of
Commons the other day. "They are giving
clear leadership, and we should back them.'
Mrs. Thatcher's support comes at a time of
dwindling U.S. influence on other European
allies, particularly France and West Germany,
which are wary of following Washington's antiSoviet measures.

434-6895 j

( 915 S. High St.

Dan Fogelberg

Man.-Wed.
1.99

S Stroh's Party Pac 12/12

3.89

■
■
■

I Budweiser & Busch "Longnecks" (24)

7.19

■

Blue Ribbon "Longnecks-Bar Bottles

5.8$

Stroh's "Longnecks-Half Quarts" case24

6.99

Budweiser & Natural Light

*

>.

!

Andecker Premium "Golden Brew"
S Schlitz Malt Liquor "THE BULL "

•
J
•

2.29

"Phoenix"
..»»..

The Clash
"London Calling"
Mark Tanner Band

■

"Temptation"

1.99

COMPARE AND SA VE
Your dollars go further at Party Package-Store

■
■
■
■
■

■

"Good Music at
Great Prices"
M-f-W-S

Turn in kegs-pumps-tubs-ready cash

9:30-6

:

PART TIME HELP NEEDED-NO CALLS

<^
^

Th-Fri

JJP

■
:

RECORDS

9:30-9
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Massanutten visitors brave
mountain cold for fun of sport
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Professor dispels myths about the occult
Astrology, forecasting are examples of the popularity of the occult today
By THERESA BE ALE
Stealing and lulling infants,
concocting mysterious brews,
casting evil spells—these
activities associated with
witches are propaganda,
according to Dr. Mark
Hawthorne.
He should know. For the
Kst 10 years Hawthorne has
en tracing the origins of
witches for the religion course
on paganism and the occult
that-he teaches here every two
years. His search has taken
him from the polytheistic
religions of the ancient
Mediterranean world to the
devil-worshipping rituals of
contemporary witches.
Before Christianity
outlawed paganism in 380
A.D., the worship of several
Eds and the practice of
man sacrifice were institutional in ancient culture,
Hawthorne said. With the
■ advent of Christianity, the
pagan religions went underground, merging to form
the occult of the 19th century.
Modern witches worship the
devil, making their religion
non-institutional in a world of
basically
Judeo-Christian
values, Hawthorne said.
»

"TO THEM, the devil is
good and the Judeo-Christian
god is a perverted deity," he
said. "According to witches,
the good god created man to
be part of the natural world.
They believe the drives and
desires of man are good."
Christianity puts a high
premium on chastity, according to Hawthorne, but

Hawthorne said. "We, as an
electorate of the United
States, are not going to vote
for a presidential candidate
who announces he worships
the devil."
In recent times, a "lunatic
fringe" of witches has
emerged from the drug
culture of the 1960s. Drugs,
wild sex and sado-masochism
are
elements
of
this
movement that upset the
values of today's serious
witches, Hawthorne said.
Charles Manson and his
followers are considered
lunatic witches.
.A ■
Witches have been influencing society and its arts
during their development for
the
past
1,000
years,
Hawthorne said. The overall
development of paganism will
be the focus of Hawthorne's
class that will be offered again
this fall.

Ptwto by T?nf^<#

AMI*

will teach a course on paganism and the occult
DR. MARK Hawthorne has been researching
this
fall
the history of witches for the last 10 years. He
sermons are conducted for witches in Virginia, Florida,
witches argue that. this is
and Chicago. "Unless you
Satan.
denial of man's naturalness.
Since witches fear per- were talking about religion,
"They use sex as an exyou wouldn't know they were
secution from their Judeopression of worship. It can
Christian peers, they have witches," he said.
run the gamut from very
surfaced only, during the
controlled to orgiastic," he
WITCHES are usually quiet
Renaissance—a
time
of
said. Worship in a coven,
about
their beliefs to avoid
inquiry—
and
the
Middle
which includes 13 members, is
harassment, he said. "If you
Ages.
usually conducted in a
have someone to adheres to a
Modern witches come from
member's home and is
fossil from the past, he is an
every level of society, said
modeled after the Christian
outcast of this- society,"
Hawthorne, who has talked to
worship service. Prayers and

The popularity of astrology
and forecasting are examples
of the influence of the occult
sciences on modern culture,
according to Hawthorne.
During the early renaissance,
when astrology developed, all
medieval science was considered as a form of the occult, he said.
Also, the revival of Dracula
through
recent
movies
illustrates an interest in the
unnatural forces, he said.
According to Hawthorne,
paganism should retain its
original purpose • in ancient
culture for today's society—
that of an alternative religion.

Center Attic show demonstrates
opposite* are better left separate

Ptiot* by MIM Sitvln*

THE REVEREND Billy Wirti pounded out jaz* piano tones at (he
Center Attic Thursday night Chris Buss was also on the bill

By SUE FITCH
Do opposites attract? As in
the case of Chris Bliss and
Billy Wirtz, at the Center Attic
Thursday night, opposites are
better left separate. The
original style and psychedelic
effects of Chris Bliss'
"'jugglmg act;" and Billy
Wirtz's boogie-woogie jazz
piano is a combination
comparable to beer and milk.
Separately, the two men
presented unique, interesting,
and
entertaining
performances.
Chris Bliss called his act
"music to the eye," and his
juggling moves were a
symphony of action. Bliss was
surrounded by lights and
sound as he juggled tennis
balls to music.
His performance was no
ordinary juggling routine. "I
wouldn't really call my act
juggling," said Bliss. Instead
of riding a unicycle and
tossing
ten—pins,
he
energized the crowd with
amazing psychedelic effects.
Bliss choreographed each
routine and spends entire
days, when possible, practicing each set over and over.

Bliss appeared in a tight
black jumpsuit on a black
stage before a silver metallic
back
drop.
He
tossed
flourescent orange, green,
purple, and blue tennis balls in
the air in time with the music.
Another special effect was
his liberal use of a strobe

nailThis right and "Chris

Bliss Rainbow
Glasses"
bathed the stage in an incandescent glow.
Bliss' music ranged from
rockers like "Crazy On You"
by Heart, to the classical
"Nutcracker Suite."
It was during the "Nutcracker Suite," that Bliss
satisfied the sado-masochistic
feelings of the audience by
juggling a flaming tennis ball

In between acts Bliss entertained the crowd with
risque jokes and anthologies:
"I had to change my name to
become a performer," Bliss
said. "It used to be Chris
Dickie, but Chris Dickie and
his Musical Balls just isn't a
good stage name.
Bliss presented an unusual,!,
and very entertaining show.
His special effects mixed the

drug oriented '60s with the
electronics of the '70s.
The second half of the night
belonged to Billy Wirtz.
"I'm the Reverand Billy,
here to play some boogiewoogie," Wirtz said in his
introduction.
The
Harrisonburg ... native -jadn
James Madison University
graduate pounded out an
assortment of jazz piano tunes
reminiscent of the style of
B.B. King.
The foot—stomping first set
was marred by crowd noise,
as Bliss fans left as Wirtz fans
came. in.
Wirtz's act was filled with
Chicago blues and jazz. He
says his style is derived from
his mentor Sunny l«and Slim.
Characterized
by
fast
melodies and bluesy vocals,
Wirtz did nothing but the same
old blues song without much of
an attempt at individualized
arrangement. Wirtz's stage
presence was difficult to
define, as he sang with his
back to half the audience. He,
unfortunately, did not come
across as anything more than ,
just a> piano player.
**
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Leonard Cohen, Peter Hamill emerge with new LPs
By BRIAN BOESPFLUG ,
Consciousness music,
characterized by lyrical soulsearching and moody in
trospectiveness (a product of
the dawn of Tom Wolfe's "Me
Decade"), won American
affection during the early 70s
through the likes of James
Taylor, Janis Ian and Paul
Simon, among others. Many of
the "others" have now fallen
by the wayside, while some
remain as anonymous today
as they were a decade or more
ago.
Individually, Peter Hammill and Leonard Cohen
represent two of the more
obscure
yet
persistent
songwriter-poets spawned in
the early 70s. Since 1968 each
has etched his own indelible
imprint of dark and brooding
sell-conscious lyricism onto
vinyl, while experiencing only
a minimal degree of success.

Neither HammilTs newest
release "pH7" (Charisma
Records)
nor
Cohen's
"Recent Songs" (Columbia
Records) will alter each artists' relative obscurity. Each
album has its high moments,
but they are few and far
between.
"pH7" (pH is a chemical
symbol used in measuring
acidity and alkalinity in
liquids, with pH7 representing
neutrality) marks HammiU-'s
sixth dismal outing. While
"Over" (Circa 1977) and
"Nadir's Big Chance" (Circa
1974) are both consistent and
authentic expressions of
HanynuTs
personal
incomprehension of loneliness
and lost relationships, "pH7"
lacks any such thematic
direction.
HAMMILL'S SELFPROPAGATED philosophy of
reflectiveness as necessary to
human
fulfillment
has
floundered into the persecuted
artist syndrome as
id
"Careering" where he sneers
"I don't know, can't you see?
I'm just passing through fast
as you, don't ask me." The
syncopated - and irregular
rhythm is as shallow as
HammilTs desperation. "My
Favourite is a thoroughly
maudlin song (reminiscent of
"If I Could" from Hammill's
last release) gushing with an
army of strings marching
over a slow acoustic melody.
It features excessive pathos
and trite lyricism such as
'You're my favourite, will you
stay the course with me?
You're my favourite of all
time, can't you see?"
Those two are not even the
bottom of the barrel. In
"Handicap and Equality"
Hammill preaches "All men
are born equal at the moment
they arrive," then proceeds to
ponder the mistreatment
inflicted on some "who come
deaf and dumb and blinded."
Hammill's insensitivity to the
existence of women is inexcusable and the entire, four
-

minute exercise In sermonizing is uncalled for. The
miserable production on
"Handicap and Equality'' is
only outweighed by Hammill's
pretentious verse.
"Mr. X" and "The Old
School Tie" could as well be
remakes of standard Van Der
Graaf (Hammill's former
group of eccentric musical
expressions) fare with their
overly ambitious production
and thin social commentaries.
Hammill tells of the drama of
growth under pressure in fine,
polished form in "Time for a
Change," an acoustic ballad
that shines brighter than
anything on side two.
"Porton Down" is the
stunner on this album, an
eerie
landscape
mural
forecasting inevitable doom:
"They've got bacteria to drop
us where we stand,
they've got diseases still
unknown to man,
they've got the virus,
and a microgram's enough to
do
in
a
continent."
Turbulence is the key to
"Porton Down" as saxes,
guitars and synthesizers do
battle. AU the while Hammill
offers ominous and foreboding
observations of what the
ultimate madness represents:
bacterial
and
chemical
warfare.
Besides "Porton Down,"
"Time for a Change" and
maybe "Polaroid," a sniffy
pop rocker featuring Hammill's affected, thickly accented British nasal voice,
"pH7" represents the nadir of
his creative output. With only
David Jackson on saxes' and
Graham Smith on violins,
Hammill, playing all guitars,
keyboards and percussion,
fails to infuse any sincerity
into these new compositions.
His once refined sense of
poetic self-reflectiveness and
sensibility has lead to artistic
frustration and scathing selfpity. Avoid "pH7" and its
acidic
aftertaste
(the
equivalent of pHl).

CANADA'S
EXISTENTIALIST poet and novelist of
despair, Leonard Cohen,
subscribes (as does Hammill)
to the school of reflective
intropsection, but Cohen's
broodings
are
more
characteristically refined.
As with Van Morrison and
Paul Simon, Cohen has built
and continues, to build his
poetic sense around themes of
friendship and responsibility.
Cohen's best poetry, such as
"Suzanne" and "The Stranger
Song" from his debut album
("Songs of Leonard Cohen".
Circa 1968) are both dark and
haunting, featuring Cohen's
droll and lugubrious vocals in
a stark musical context.
Cohen's fusion of spiritual and
romantic motifs on his first
two albums remain to this day
imaginative and alluring,

"Recent Songs" is Cohen's
newest release on Columbia,
and even with Henry Lewy
(Joni Mitchell's producer) at
the helm instead of Specter
(Who' over produced last
year's "Death of A Ladies'
Man," an observation of the
feminist
movement
on
culture),
the
musical
arrangements still do not
mesh with the flat voice of
Cohen and his intensely
personal observations.
ON SOME tracks the overall
sound is still too clustered for
Cohen's folkish tendencies.
Latin flavored horn interludes
on "Ballad of the Absent
Mare" only deflate Cohen's
storytelling technique, while
"The Lost Canadian" (which
will lose listeners not fluent in
French)
features
Gypsy
violins and more irrelevant
horn
arrangements:
a
smorgasbord of suffocating
sound.

One by one the guests arrive,
the guests are coming
through,
the open-hearted many, the
broken
' hearted
few.
And no one*knows where the
night is going,
And no one knows where the
wine is flowing,
Oh, Love, I need you I need
you, oh,
I
need
you
now.

...Two of the more obscure,
yet persistent songwriter-poets
of the early seventies...
By the end Cohen is retracting
the delusions of "the openhearted many" for the new
found
realization:
And one by one the guests are
being cast over the garden
waU,
one by one the guests are
going through.
The broken-hearted many, the
open-hearted
few.
Cohen's sparse vocals are
complemented by Jennifer
Warnes' rich and angelic

Then there is the Jazz-tinged
melancholia of "The Smoky
Life" and "Humbled in
Love": romantic and spiritual
allusions such as "...and you
say you've been humbled in
Love, knocked down in your
Love, forced to kneel in the
mud next to me, but why so
bitterly turned from the one
who kneels as deeply as
thee?" There are quiet
reflections on lost love m the
sad parable "Came So Far for
Beauty," ' and
an
undistinguished
and
overwrought piece called 'The
Window"
which
oozes
operatic
sweetness
and
features a terribly off-key
vocal performance by "Cohen.
There is one gem to be found
on "Recent Songs," however.
"The Guests" is as impassioned as anything that
Cohen has previously attempted. A torrid string
section and celestial choir
(Jennifer Warnes
multitracked) back Cohen in' his
desperation for a return of lost
love:

harmonizing. "The Guests"
certainly ranks as the best
composition on the album.
In spite of the majestic
beauty of "The Guests,"
"Recent Songs" as a whole
fails to satisfy. Excessive
arrangements mar some
songs. Cohen is an artist who
remains most affecting in an
intimate and essentially folk
music-oriented environment,
which he does not often get on

"Recent Songs." To find
Leonard Cohen's best music
purchase one of his earlier
albums on the Columbia
budget label. Just as Peter
Hammill's most effective
exercisesin selfconsciousness are to be found
in recordings released with
his primal TO's band Van Der
Graaf, Leonard Cohen's artistic accomplishments a
decade ago will continue to
overshadow
the
weaker
recent
efforts
he has
produced

>• *

•Artfile

Photography show
By LAURA MOUNIE
"I like to photograph commonplace things so people
can look at them in a different light, said Don Mount, an
art major from Virginia Beach, author of two interesting
pieces in the Photography and Ceramics Art Show " on
display through Feb. 9.
Don has been photographing for three years, "I'm
concentrating in photography, and eventually I want to
be a filmmaker", says Mount. The more striking of the
two photographs has a horse as the subject, who Don
called "Poco Blue Rat"
Linda Jo Sheldon, a junior from Newport News, is
very enthusiastic about her work. "I express myself
through photography," said Sheldon. She sets up most of
her work -and then photographs it herself. "Getting
opinions from people is valuable, but it doesn't influence
my work one way or the other," added Sheldon.
Professors chose some of their best students to be in
the show, said Julie Morrison, coordinator of the Artworks Gallery.
The show displays the photography and ceramics of
seven artists from last semester. The majority of the
pnotographs are black and white, but a few have color.
The gallery is open 12 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Thursday
and 4 p.m.-6 p.m. on Sunday.
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JMU faces tough EC AC opponents this week
The James Madison University
basketball team, with 10 victories in
its last 12 games, has surged to a 14-5
record and positioned itself for what
head coach Lou Campanelli calls "one
of the biggest weeks at home in our
basketball history"
The Dukes, second in the Eastern
College
Athletic
Conference's
Southern Division behind Old
Dominion University, host William k
Mary last night and Old Dominion on
Saturday in key ECAC games at
Godwin Hall.
"Next week is one of the biggest
weeks at home in our barfmnail

history," Campanelli said. "We've
put ourselves in a good pasiion and
we'll be at home against William &
Mary and Old Dominion University,
two of our biggest ECAC rivals. It's an
exciting time for our team and I think
it's going to be an exciting week of
basketball."
A little over three weeks ago, the
prospects of JMU being 14-5 at this
point in the season didn't appear to be
very good. Linton Townes, the team's
second-leading scorer with an
average of 14.6 points a game, and key
reserve Rick Williams had just left
the team because of academic

[ Sports
■ **,

Thursday night at Godwin Hall. Tne
victory was the 14tb in a row for the
Dukes on their home court and left
JMU with an 11-0 record at Godwin
Hall this season.
"We needed a game like the Baptist
game before playing the final seven
games on our regular season
schedule," Campanelli said. "It gave
us an opportunity to play everybody.
We played good defense, got good
shots and I thought all of our kids
really gave a good effort."

ineligibility. JMU was 7-3 at the time
and instead of folding*, the Dukes
pulled together to win seven of the
nine games they've played since.
The recent surge has virtually
assured the Dukes a place in the
ECAC's Southern Division playoffs
and has put JMU in strong contention
for one of the seeded spots in the eightteam post-season tournament. The
top four seeded teams in the tournament will host first round games.
JMU PREPARED for the important week ahead with an easy 84-57
victory over Baptist College last

(Continued on Page 14)

Because of space limitations women's intramural
football coverage will be in Friday's issue

Swimming teams

Dukes split tri-meet; Duchesses crush VCU
By DAVID TEEL
A disaualification and "the
worst diving performance of
the season" prevented the
James Madison University
men's swimming team from
completing a sweep of their
tri-meet Saturday.
The women's team was
more
successful.
The
Duchesses topped Virginia
Commonwealth, 79-37, on
Saturday.
It
was
the
Duchesses' seventh straight
win and upped JMU's record
to 8-2.
The Dukes crushed Ursinas,
77-36, but lost to Kutztown
State, 58-55. The loss ran JMU
record to 6-7.

Chip
Martin
was
disqualified from the 200-yard
backstroke for failing to touch
the wall on one of his turns.
Had Martin's second-place
finish been declared offical
the Dukes would have had the
necessary points to sweep the
meet.
"We deserved to lose,"
commented coach Charlie
Arnold. "Our swimming was
poor and the diving was the
worst of the season."
A second place in the onemeter diving was the best
, JMU could manage.
' Winners for JMU included
Kriss Wilson and Steve Vahle,

who the 100 and 50-yard
freestyle events. Both the
medley and freestyle relay
teams won.
Pete Lain' recorded the
Dukes' only other individual
win
in
the
200-yard
backstroke. Laiti also finished
second in the individual
medley.
With the state tournament
approaching JMU is at a
distinct disadvantage in the
freestyle events. Injuries
academics and decisions not
to return to school have virtually desimated the corp of
freestylers available to Arnold.

According to the coach, the
presence of these swimmers
could have made the difference in five of the Dukes'
seven losses. "Considering the
circumstances, our record is
remarkable," Arnold said.
JMU has meets with
Virginia Military and Towson
State this week in preparition
for the state meet in late
February.
The Duchesses had several
big winners in their meet with
the Lady Rams.
Kay Conners took firsts in
the 100-yard freestyle and the
50-yard butterfly, while she
also competed on the winning

200-yard freestyle relay.
Patty Soboleski-won in the
50 and 100-yard backstroke
events. She also was a
member of the winning relay
team.
,.
'I
Cecelia Dwyer took the top
spots in the 50-yard breaststroke and the 100-yard individual medley. She took the
lead-off leg in the relay.
Marie Grosz took a 50-yard
freestyle win and participated
in the >elay team. Terri
Beaubein also was tops in the
100-yard breaststroke.
The Duchesses' next meet is
at home against Old Dominion
at 4:00 p.m. Friday.

Stielpergets rough with competition
Z~#*:.; -_»re a bit shy of his —Htf*J~* «••* *v*^
that should be expected as most teams double team
him when he touches the ball.
His rebounding stats are down because he is
getting considerable help from forwards Steve
Blackmon and Tyrone Shoulders.
On January 10 at Godwin Hall this year against
13
Liberty Baptist, Stielper set a new career rebound
By DAVID HERRELL
record. He broke the old record of 821 by Pat Dosh
What can you say about this guy? He scores
from 197*4 to 1978. He also is closing in on the career
almost 20 points a game and hauls in close to 9
scoring record of 2,065 points set by Sherman
rebounds a contest over a four-year period. Not only
Dillard from 1973 to 1978, excluding 1977 when he
that, it's because of him that JMU is finally on the
was out injured. Stielper needs just 69 points with
Division I basketball map.
seven games left. With any luck he'll break it here
If you haven't guessed that Steve Stielper is The
at Godwin Hall on February 9 when the Dukes host
Breeze's athlete of the week, then you haven't seen
the Dukes play For if you had yeu- wouldhave seen - ODU:
. - ~ - - The native of North Linthicum, Maryland came
his 6'8", 225 pound frame hustling from one end of
into this season averaging over 21 points a game for
the court to the other in his successful attempt to
his career, which is a JMU record. He also holds the
give over 100 percent.
record for most points in a game, 51, which he
In last week's action Stielper scored 37 points and
scored last year against Robert Morris. His
grabbed 19 rebounds in games against George
shooting that night was a phenomenal 22 for 25 from
Mason and Old Dominion. The Dukes defeated
the floor. He holds numerous other JMU records,
GMU, 68-66, on Saturday and lost to the Monarchs,
which make him < the most valuable player to ever
52-44, on Tuesday in Norfolk.
come out of James Madison University.
Against George Mason, Stielper was matched up
This past summer Stielper gained the recognition
with the Patriots' 8'10" center Andre Gaddy and
he deserved when he was selected to tour
scored 18 points on 6 of 12 shooting from the floor
Yugoslavia with the ECAC all star team. During the
and a perfect 6 for 6 from the foul line. When you
trip Stielper averaged 15.5 points and close to 6
add his 11 rebounds, 4 offensive, and 2 blocked shots
rebounds a game.
you can see that he matched Gaddy's output of 22
He was selected as JMU's most valuable ofpoints and 12 rebounds.
fensive player his freshman and last year as a
Stielper's next task was 6*10" Mike West of Old
junior. He was also named honorable mention all
Dominion. Against West, Stielper scored 19 of the
american last year and was a preseason pick for the
Dukes 44 points. In that game he shot a very
same honor this year.
respectable 9 for 13 from the field and hit 1 of his 2
With a very short time left in his career, it would
free throws. He also had 8 rebounds for the game
be-a treat for those who have never seen Stielper
and completely dominated the inside game.
play to come out and see basketball being played
For the season Stielper is averaging 18.7 points a
the way it is supposed to be played.
game to go along with 8.6 rebounds per contest.
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Liberty Baptist outmuscles wrestlers. 27-12
Dukes upset George Mason earlier in the week
By RICH AMACHER
The
James*
Madisvxi
University wrestling team
dropped its fifth match of the
season to Liberty Baptist
College, 27-12, Saturday. r
The Dukes bounced back
after a sixth place finish in the
state tournament to defeat
George Mason University, 2610, Wednesday. But the Dukes
did not have the man-power to
keep up-with LBC
"They have a very .nice
team" said JMU coach Dick
Besnier "We didn't do very
well at 118, and their 142pounder is one of the best in
the state. Their kids at 177 and
190 are very tough wrestlers."
The University of Richmond
was originally scheduled to
compete making it a trimatch, but the Spiders cancelled out because "they had
several players suffering with
the flu.
The Dukes were not only
out-manned, but unlucky as
well. They lost two matches
by riding time and another
due to a costly mistake.
Mike Osborne posted three
team points for LBC as he
knocked off Greg Schmidt, at
118-pounds, 14-7. Osborne had
a pair of near-falls, a reversal
and two escapes, to earn the
victory.
Freshman Bob Carmichael
of JMU recorded his second
pin in as many times out.
Carmichael led John Johnson
18-4,
with
10
seconds
remaining in the second
period when he worked
Johnson to the edge of the mat
and pinned him.
"Carmichael did a real nice
job for us" said Besnier.
His win gave JMU its only
lead of the match 6-3.
LBC's Rob Hetrick downed
Gary Curwin, 6-5 in a closely
fought match. Curwin scored
a third-period escape to tie the
score, but Hetrcik got credit
for riding time to claim the
134-pound match.
Arron Thomas of LBC
whipped
JMU's Tommy
Stewart, 18-5, to gain a 142pound superior decision.
Thomas
scored
six
take**"-*?" "-^a aiming in
the second period to coast to
an easy victory. Stewart
scored all five of his points on
escapes. Thomas' win. put
LBC in the lead for good, 11-6.
The Dukes threatened one
last time when 150-pound
Randy Denbigh scored a last
second reversal to defeat
Doug Ayers, 5-4. Denbigh
posted a 2-0 first-period lead,
almost pinning Ayers in the
final
seconds.
Ayers
dominated second round
action, recording an escape
and a takedown to take a 3-2
lead.
At 1:05 left in the match,
Denbigh tied the score at 3-3,
then scored a reversal just as
the buzzer sounded to pull out
the win. Ayers was awarded a
point for riding time.
Tom Kinter of JMU built a 30 lead after two periods, but
LBC's Bill Fox prevailed in
third-round action to gain a
158-pound victory.
Kinter scored a takedown in
the first period and an escape
in the second, but couldn't
score in the third. Fox had an
escape, a takedown and
received a point for riding
time to capture the match.
JMU's 167-pounder Mike
Gallo took a 4-0 lead into the
second period and appeared in
control of LBC's Mark Brooks.
*.Tjrjrmr»»»■»■»r r r r e i

Gallo scored a takedown and a
near-fall and looked like he
might pin Brooks in firstperiod action. Then in the
second-period Gallo made «,
costly mistake which allowed
Brooks to double-arm and trip
him to the mat, within seconds
Brooks pinned Gallo.
Rick Adams of LBC scored
an eight points in third-round
action to gain a 12-12 major
decision over the Dukes Bill
Jackson at 177-pounds.
Jackson hung tough through
the first two periods as Adams
led 4-2, but succombed in the
final round.
LBC's Dave Brown con-

trolled Chuck Herb in the 190pound weight class, claiming
a 6-1 victory. Brown scored
two points in every period as
he recorded a takedown, a
reversal
and points for
stalling and riding time.
Heavy weight Rich' McCulloh ended the match giving
JMU their third victory of the
day when he downed Mark
Eaton 9-2. McCulloh had three
takedowns, an escape, points
for stalling and riding time.
' Coach Besnier continued to
cite inexperience and injuries
as the major factor for the
Dukes frustrating season.
"We've
been
making

mistakes all year. That's the
difference between a freshman group and an experienced group. If you make
one error sometimes its all
over," besnier said.
The Duk-.s scored a big win
over GMU Wednesday. The
Patriots fit ■■ hed ahead of
JMU in the st ate tournament
last weekend
"We
wrestled
very
aggressively against them/'
said Besnier. We had some
players beat some of their
players that best us in the
tournament."
Schmidt recorded a 14-7
decision ofer Dennis Harlowe

at 118-pounds.
Carmichael pinned
Whiteridge at 7:44 into the
match after compiling 24
points on various takedowns,
near-falls and reversals.
Kinter
defeated
Bubs
Doherty, 9-1, and Curwin
recorded a superior decision
over Danny Wotring, 14-2.
Denbigh downed Bob Perry, 96, and Herb beat Paul
Maltagliati, 6-2.
The Dukes next home match
is Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
against Virginia Military
Institute. Coach Besnier
expects a good match and
hopes for a large turnout.

Track teams successful at meets
By SCOTT WORNER
. The James Madison University men's track team participated
with four other squads in an unscored track meet at Virginia
Tech's newly opened Madison Square Garden Indoor Track
facility last weekend. *•
Meanwhile, the women's team traveled to Towson, Maryland to
take part in the eight-team Towson State Invitiational last
weekend. The Duchesses captured second in the meet with 54
points, six points behind George Mason.
The Dukes broke numerous school records during the meet.
Junior Mike King leaped 23'10" to top the previous long-jump
record, while Mike Thompson smashed the 440-yard dash mark

Gymnasts split

AIAW
Hess elected to board
James Madison University
junior Heidi Hess has been
elected to the Appeals Board
of the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (AIAW).
Hess was elected to the
board by the student caucus at
the AIAW Delegate Assembly
held earlier this month in
Washington, D.C. She is the
only student on the lO-member
board.
The Appeals Board hears
appeals of actions taken by
the AIAW relative to AIAW
■^regulations.
- %
Hess, a physical education
major from New Orleans, La.,
is president of JMU WISP, a
student support organization
for women's athletics at the
university.' She is also a
member of JMU's varsity
tennis team.
The
James
Madison
University women's track
team finished second of seven
teams Saturday (Jan. 26) in
the Towson State University
Invitational Indoor Track
Meet.
George Mason University
won the meet with 60 points,
followed by JMU with 54,
Morgan State with 27,
Maryland-Baltimore County
with l% Essex Community
College with 18, Navy with 16
and Johns Hopkins with six
points.
Sophomore Barb Sabitus
(Setauket, NY.) established
school records in winning the
one-mile run in a time of 5:14.2
and the two-mile run in a time
of 10:48.5. Both times were the
fastest run at JMU, indoor or
outdoor, by a member of the
Duchesses' track team. The
JMU outdoor record in the
mile was 5:16.1 and, in the
two-mile, 11:16.26.

with a time of 50.2.
Senior Mike Benshoff placed second in the mile with a record
time of 4:17.8, and Richard Ferguson took nine seconds off the old
two-mile mark with a 14:40.5 run.
Junior Scott Worner placed third in the 600-yard dash with a
1:15.5 time, which was three-tenth seconds off the record. The
Dukes' mile-relay team of Ted Jones, Joe DiPeppe, Ernest
Washington and Mike Thompson took first by topping Virginia
Military. Their 3:27 time broke another record.
David Glover hopped, skipped and jumped to first place in the
(Continued on Page 14)

Other top finishers for JMU
included senior Vickie Collins
(Staunton, Va.), second in the
high jump, and sophomore
Susan Broaddus (Milford,
Va.), third in the high jump.
Both Collins and Broaddus
cleared 1.45 meters.
JMU will compete in the
University of North Carolina
Invitational this Saturday
(Feb. 2).
The
James
Madison
University fencing team
defeated Hollins College 13-3
January 24 in the Duchesses'
opening match of uic^ f980
season.
Sophomore Leslie McArthur
(Springfield Va.) led JMU
with four wins in four bouts.
Sophomores
Kathy
Huff
(Wilkinsburg, Pa.) and Susie
Riker (Clark's Summit, Pa.)
were also undefeated in the
match with 2-0 records.
The Duchesses travel to
George Mason University on
Tuesday (Jan.. 29) and will
compete in a four-team meet
at Johns Hopkins. University
on Saturday (Feb. 2).
Longwood College topped
the women's gymnastics team
this Saturday, 124.6-118.25, at
Farmville.
JMU's top two gymnasts,
freshman Ann Czapiewski and
Holly Bachand, did not
compete in the Longwood
meet. Czapiewski has a
fractured bone on her foot and
Bachand just needed a week's
rest from competition.
Both are expected to
compete in Friday's meet
with Pittsburgh and William &
Mary.
The Duchesses had only one
individual
winner.
Sue
Pelleriti took first in the
balance beam with a mark of
8.1.

► »»»mw»M »».» » » » r-*»*-»»» -mru in m(«< « i ■ ■<■»—

By CM. MILLER
The JMU Men's gymnastics
team met with Navy at Annapolis and then went.on to
Frostburg,
Maryland on
Saturday for a tri-meet with
Frostburg State and Trenton
State.
Although JMU lost to Navy,
241-141, they split the tri-meet
with a win over Frostburg,
failing to outscore Trenton.
In individual events at
Frostburg a first place was

taken by Cliff Miller on the
still rings with a 7.85. Dave
Carter placed second on floor
exercise with a 7.9 and also a
second on sidehorse with a 4.9.
On vaulting Steve Tornell
and David Rawlings tied for
third place with 8.5.
This Friday night at 8:00 in
Godwin Half the Dukes and
the Duchesses will be hosting
their final home meet against
William and Mary and the
University of Pittsburgh.

PflOtO by Dili TAfftntJVIO

JMU'S BARRIE GRICE Rips
a pass to Cindy WaddeU. The
two along with their teammates will face defending
. .-- -

national
champion
Old
Dominion Thursday night.
The game starts at 7 p.m.
. . .
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* Dukes
(Continued from Page 13)

JMU senior Steve Stielper
moved within three points of
the 2,000 point mark for his
career,with a 13-point effort
against Baptist College in just
27 minutes of playing time.
"We could have left Steve in
and had him reach 2,000
points, but the game was
under control and we didn't
want to risk an injury,"
Campanelli said. "Our next
two games are at Godwin Hall
so Steve will be able to reach
2,000 points at home. He understood what we were
doing."
Stielper continues to lead
the Dukes in both scoring and
rebounding. The 6'8" native of
North Linthicum, Md„ is
averaging 18.4 points and 8.4
rebounds a game.. With
Townes gone, no other JMU
player has a scoring average
in double figures.
JUNIOR
FORWARDS
Tyrone Shoulders (8.4) and
Steve Blackmon(8.3) follow
Stielper in scoring on the JMU
team.
After next week's games
with William & Mary and Old
Dominion, the Dukes go on the
road for games at Virginia
Tech (Feb. 13) and William &
Mary
(Feb 16)
before
returning to Godwin Hall for
the finafrtwo home games of
the regular season. The Dukes
will be at home for games with
Campbell University (Feb.
18) and St. Francis (Pa.)
(Feb. 20). JMU will conclude
the regular season schedule
with a game at the University
of Baltimore on Feb. 23.
Steve Stielper is not only
just three points from the 2,000
Eint mark for his career, but
needs just 89 points to move
past Sherman Dillard into
first place on JMU's all-time
scoring list. Dillard scored
2,065 points during his JMU
career.

Stielper has scored in
double figures in 91 of his 97
games as a member of the
JMU team. He leads the
Dukes in scoring (18.4) and
rebounding (8.4) this season
and was third among players
in the ECAC's Southern
Division in both departments
in the latest statistics released
by the conference.
Stielper was named to the
ECAC's Basketball Honor
Roll this week for his role in
JMU's victories over UNCWilmington
(6840)
and
George Mason (6846). He had
40 points and 15 rebounds in
the two games. It's the second
time this season that Stielper
has been named to the ECAC
Honor Roll. He was also
named to the Honor roll for
the week of January 12th and
he was named the ECAC's
Southern Division Player of
the Week for the week of
December 9th. . .
. . The Dukes are 11-0 at
home this season and have

The Body Shop

win their last 14 games at
Godwin
Hall.
Virginia
Commonwealth
University
was the last team to beat JMU
at home. The Rams beat the
Dukes 69-68 in overtime at
Godwin Hall last season (Feb.
3, 1979). . .
. . .Junior forward Tyrone
Shoulders has scored 160
points this season (8.4 per
game average) and that's
more points than he scored in
either of his first two seasons
in the JMU program. . .
.. .The Dukes have started a
freshman
backcourt
of
Charles Fisher and David
Dupont the last four games...
. . Junior forward Steve
Blackmon
has had 41
rebounds in JMU's last five
games, an average of 8.2 a
game. The 6'4 native of
Washington, DC, is JMU's
second leading rebounder
with an average of 6.1 a game.
He had a season high 17 points
in the victory over Baptist
College on Thursday (Jan.
31).

Just Arrived
Calvin Klein
Baggies
Downtown-On the Square
Hours

Mon-Thurs 10-5;
Thurs-Fri Til 9

PREPARE FOR:

MCATDATLSATGMAT
GREGRE PSYCH GRE BIO
PCATOCATVATMATSAT
MMBl.ILin -ECFMG-FLEX-VQE

* Track———
(Continued from Page 12)
triple jump with a leap of 48!9".
"We were very happy with the results of this meet," said coach
Ed Witt. "We did much better than I thought we would in the
running events.
The Duchesses had several top finishers in their meet. Amy
Riopel placed sixth in the 60-yard dash with a time of 7.4 seconds,
while Susan Shreckhise dashed to a sixth in the 440-yard run with
a 61.6 mark.
The mile was a successful event for JMU. Barb Sabitus and
LeAnn Buntrock finished first and fourth respectively for the
Duchesses.
■
Sabitus won again in the two mile with a blazing time of 10:48.5,
only 2 Vfe seconds off the national meet qualifying time.
Vickie Collins and Susan Broaddus placed second and third in
the high jump.
"We have a super duper team this year," said JMU's coach
Lynn Smith. "I'm glad that we got a chance to go to our first meet
and do so well against some of the teams like GMU, who give
women's track scholarships."
The women will travel to the University of North Carolina for
their next meet.

NDBI,H'NPBI' NLE
Flexible Programs 4 Hour*

Vi$it Any C»nt»r And S— For Youne/f
Why W Make The D/fference

f

(•04) 7*5-3414
S001 W. Broetf SI. Suit. 17
Richmond. VA MJJO

MPUN

COUCATKMAl CENTER

fj|

SPRING MOT

^

TCST Mtf PAMTION
SOCIALISTS SMCI IMS

LSAT CLASSES IN

CHARLOTTESVILLE!

*:j:*:*:-:*:*:::^^^

College
Graduates

Scotland
Ya*d

BECOME A LAWYER'S ASSISTANT.
• Program approved by American Bar Association.
• Day or Evening classes available.
• Employment assistance.

*

Presents

STUDENT NIGHT

A Representative from The National Center lor Paralegal
Training's Lawyer's Assistant Program will be on campus on
Monday, Feb. 11, from 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon at the Placement Omce to meet interested students. For more information
contact the Placement Omce or The National Center lor
Paralegal Training, 3376 Peachtree Road, NE, Suite 430,
Atlanta, Georgia 30326, (404) 266-1060.

V.

evCTy-'Tfiurs. Night

I

Please send me information about a career as a lawyer's
assistant.

$1.50 all night long W/ID

«■»•

*: >'*

Address
City

Zip

State

Phone

Featuring live entertainment

Doors open 7:30 U.S. 11 South
For info call 433-1113
•WIWHWWl .«.-*■«-»-*-.;•»
i yjm
. » .......
■
■^%'>*»'ljr'y<, r
^ »_. •"*;• » f^\\»*,«,*",'

College
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Yr. Qrad.
1M0
l 1SPRING DAY
Feb It -May9

l .

SANDC ASTLE
l'
s
1

Name

OSUMMER DAY
June 1? Sept 9

D SPRING EVE
March 18 - Sept 20

1

DFALl 0AY
Sept 18 - Otc 16

a FALL EVE
Od 21 - May 9

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING

■:■:

.V

.

3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326
404/266-1060
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events
UNIVERSITY
PROGIWM
BOARD

for Feb. S - 8

r.

The Godfather

<fhe Renter 3fttic

Feb. s & 6 730 only

proudly presents
Harrisonburg's own

"Hot Flash"
Thursday f Feb. 7 at 8:30
admission only $1.00

MOTHER'S FINEST

Coining
This
Weekend

His name is
Mowgli
and he was
raised by
wolves.

THE
JUNGLE

WALT
DISNEY'S

».

™UUN

BOOK

11
TECHNICOLOR"

Friday, Fet. 9n 7iQS SI 9:3C p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 9 • 2:00 matinee
and 7:30 p.m.

THURSDAY, FEB. 7
8:00 P.M.

Appearing At "MAXIMS"
in Chandler Hall:

Jim Scarborough

WILSON HALL

and

RESERVED SEATS:
$5 WITH ID
$6 PUBLIC

Kevin Marshall
Friday, Feb. 8
8:30 p.m.
admission is free

—^«W*?^<W#PM^^- «*" 430-6504

Cat—
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Classifieds
For Sale

FOR SALE: Texts for Third
World
Gov't,
Modern
Research Methods and Comm
210. Call Vance at 434-3106 or
6127.
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING SERVICES:
Typing and editing of term
papers, theses, and other
reports. Free pick-up and
delivery. Telephone 828-3357.
TYPING SERVICE: Over 10
years experience; dissertations, theses, etc. 80 cents
Sr page, you furnish paper.
U Mrs Price, 87WWB.
STEREO EQUIPMENT:
Discount on over 40 brands.
Full warranty and free set-up
service. Call Bob 4496.

Wanted

By Andy Black

Ermine
APPALLED/ MY LITTL£
BROTHER CHEATING'. WEL&f,
HOW COUUDYOO?'

|I'M

Lost

'r

G6CQ

D

CURSES.
FOILED AGAiA

l
\

i
By Mark Legan

Wings
7W$ ts/mRKt£&t4. MFMSA

f€ dry BiTHeR. smy *q *£&
MS J2A0l*N6~ oft 60 TE» A
S/U.y oU> KS6 Mru AfiP

fjftWK J

/*IUCN

Bew...

Rootnmates

By Tom Arvis
TAKE A/O OA/£$ ZtDVICS

Personals
TO THE CARP LOVER
AND EARTHWORM
RICHARD:So are you ready
to take another plunge??I am
ready and waiting to get a bite
on my line!! See Ya around
the Fishing Hole. Love, That
Fishin Fool
CHRIS (SECRETARY): Just
thought you'd like a little note
typed by my other secretary.
RUSS
STEVE STIELPER: Good
luck against ODU Tuesday
night Va por lo! AN ADMIRER.
TO GIG: Will the real
American Gigilo please stand
3>. This one will stick! Love
OP
AND
HOHO
TO THOSE WHO MADE IT
TO
MARGARITAVILLE:
Thanks for making it a night
tha.<-./iii..../«tfre wtuld be
proud of. Beach Bums in SA1A
ALL H06EBAGS UNITE!:
The king and queen are on
their
throne.
KAPPA S1G: GET
PSYCHED! Casino Night is
close at hand. THE PIES OF
AST.
SISTERS TOGETHER,
Sisters forever...RUSH Alpha
Sigma
Tau
DEAR HEiP. I'm not an
issue. I'm not a story. I'm
someone who was hurt. It's
over. I've said my peace. I
can't give therapy. Others
can. AUyou'd get from me is
stories of pain. Is that what
you want?? "Abortion a
personal view"(BCK).
TO WHO IT MAY CONCERN:
You have the best looking
body on campus!! May I
borrow it for the weekend
sometime, that is if you aren t
using it..or ycu are welcome
to COME along. ha« See You
in Glass, your crazy mad,
lustful devil !
GUESS WHO:
Well, it
seems that I'll be able to go
skiing before you (as soon as I
get another pair of skis).
Since, I. - alwajt* get ^.batl.,
want do I get A thruZ?^
WIZARD.

HE WRCTie * DoM'T KMOW"
ANC> YOO WftoT£>lE ECmEQ*

HOW DO YOU
*MOVl 1 CMEA150?

MEN! WOMEN!: Jobs on
ships! American. Foreign. No
experience required Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or career. Send
$3.00
for
information.
SEAFAX, Dept K-2, Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington
96362.
WANTED: Two gentlemen
would like the presence of two
ladies for camping, hiking and
field biology over spring
break or a convenient
weekend. Mark J. Stevens,
433-8036, P.O. 3664. Thomas L.
Davis, 433-7143, P.O. 5264.
LOST: long, loosely knitted
beige scarf. Reward offered.
Call 5115.

AND AsTHONY MAD
IDENTICAL TfeST ANSWEAS
Eyce.PT POR NUMBER. IO.
YO<J

Madisonman

Our Hero

By Scott Worner

By Matt Wagner

I CMkAPTUREb UJITH rH0Q6HT6 6f CHAMAM bELlTB. gPg UJALKS THE 5fg££r5 1A> SEARCH OF f\ CLUE!

jHWft-LET'5 SEE. V.K.. BUT WHERE DO xH

Classifieds
TO
THE
T.F.'g
OF
YESTERYEAR: It's been too
long since we've been Rumbaing on the Eighth. How about a
litte Wine jug of liquid, or
smoke variety real soon!! I
rare'en! How bout cha-Marv,
Strawbs, Purple, Bee-Bop,
Braezeii* Kimbo, Care-Bare,
Sue, and Bix's Sweetie?? I will
be awaiting you very personal
answer-minutes may
count!!! love, The Former
HAZBAZ
WIZARD: I'm sorry you also
are now ailing... hope it
doesn't take you as long to get
better as Ittt i taking me. I
behaved myself and will
continue to do so. For a person
who says he "likes to start
thinking about tomarrow
today," you don't always.
GUESS WHO
CONQUER YOUR TEST
ANXIETY: Send for this
booklet presenting an effective step by step program
for relieving test anxiety.
Easy technique to learn and
use. Based on most recent
research findings. Send $2.50
to: Test Consultants, P.O. Box
105, Bridgewater, Va. 22812.
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

you KNOW, mm, /w*w,
THef&eeatALOT %£?
OFSPKULAWHfm. Zgitt
UWWSCME&MAPB mBJD

TO Kate or alias Jean ( as she
is known at the Home):I am
super psyched for a visit in
Florida!! Oh! Give me a
home, where Tequila will
roam. And the Girls and the
Boys all play. Where seldom is
heard a sleazy word, and the
beaches are crowded all day.
Hope You can handle the load
when you are loaded!!! See ya
soon with a sunglasses on my
nose, sunburn on my cheeks
and two oranges behind my
ears...not to mention the
Screwdrivers in each hand.
Ahola...Surf's Up and Riden'
High!!!'The Invicible Odd
Couple of Continuous Outstanding Personality Not To
Mention Good Looks, and
Modesty.

SKI
RENTALS

Theresa lot w
^
♦
ted
more of these ^ip »«" ^
\

aiYMinai

S^ployop;-sinking >" *
college studeat for
well-paying svmer

CSIISUIIU

than yOU

might think.

J

°*'

And you don't have to just rely on your local
newspaper to find them. Because this spring,
Ford's Insider magazine will feature an
entire issue on how and where to find summer
employment.
There will be information on government
jobs, including tips on taking the Civil Service
exam. Articles on overseas jobs, too. Intern
and co-op programs in private business. Jobs
workin' on the railroad and other outdoor
money-makers. Jobs at'resorts. Even jobs at
Disneyland. And for the individualist, job
profiles of a clam digger and a magician.

■ >*HU„/P-' ' v-

Complete
Ski Rentals I
SKIS, BOOTS,

Insider will help you find the summer job
you need. And to find Insider, all you have to
do is pick up a copy of your college paper
and look inside. It's free from Ford.

& POLES
Day $8.00

Look for Summer job

Night $4.50

issue of Insidec

at

Fords coftrnuing
series of college
newspaper supplements.

#

WOODY'S
SPORTS
WORLD

FORD DIVISION

in y-alWy Mall

433-2244
>>,„v.-:'r-^v/;■•;••

' v.>:«.v#«>*
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"'« W.: ■•/«'*''W^ I
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^Contest winnee

Growth at JMU:
is bigger better?
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the winning entry for The
Breeze's editorial contest. The deadline was Jan. 28, for either
editorials or cartoons commenting on the advantages or disadvantages of the growth of James Madison University.

■**»•

1980 Olympics

The effects of a boycott
By
KEVIN
MILLER
Without a doubt the United States should
boycott the summer Olympics in Moscow as
long as Russia has any control in Afghanistan.
The Soviet Union has shown its force in a
violent way. Now, it's time for the U.S. to show
its force and character in a more effective
way: a non-violent way. Boycotting the
Olympics, which will require a supreme
sacrifice by seasoned athletes, is necessary for
several reasons.
The main reason to boycott is to show that
the United States (and other nations) are
opposed to the Soviet aggression in
Afghanistan. The Soviet Union was ignorant
enough to think that the world would believe
that they entered the country to prevent
American intervention there. One cannot deny
that the games are political, ever since the 1936
Olympics in Berlin when Hitler tried to use the
Smes to prove Arian supremecy. It is un-tunate that.the games are political, but they
are, without a doubt.
-■>

The garnet are political'
In addition, a boycott will damage the Soviet
Union economically, an effective tool for the
U.S. It is Soviet policy to keep any technology
that enters the country. NBC, who has exclusive U.S. television rights to the games,
would have to relinquish ALL of their equipment to the Soviet Union when the leave;
millions of dollars worth of equipment, according to Broadcasting magazine. A boycott
will save that, along with revenue the USSR
would receive from hotel rent, food and air
fare (because all airplanes going in and out of
the USSR must be Soviet planes).
The U.S. would not be the only country to
boycott, despite what some.people think. To
date at least 10 other countries, including
strong Olympic contenders such as Japan,
Great Britan, Australia and Canada have
agreed to boycott depending on the Soviet's
occupation of Afghanistan.
Several arguments against a boycott have
been posed, and should be dealt with The
major argument, and important one, is that
the athletes who have prepared all their lives
to compete, in perhaps just one Olympic game,
will be deprived of mis opportunity This is a
terrible situation for the athletes to be in.
However, three things must be remembered, if
they are any consolation. One, it is quite
feasible, and, as more and more countries
boycott Moscow, a practical alternative to
merely postpone the Olympics for one year and
have them in a neutral location. One year
shouldat
not have an adverse effect on too many
of^ h^tinuedonPage"l9)
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Who ever said that bigger is better? What law specifically
requires a college or university to cover "X" amount of land or
enroll as many thousand people before it can be considered a good
school? When is James Madison University's program of growth
and development going to end?
In the spring of 1977, Madison College was fairly well-known
around the state as basically small school, scholasticallv not the
best in the state, but certainly far from the worst It had a pretty
campus, set in the Shenadoah Valley with a picturesque view of
mountains to both the east and the west. The athletic program
was pretty good, but who did they play?
- . >
The freshman Class of 1977 had a surprise, however. They had
applied to Madison College, but were accepted by James Madison
University.
The name change was supposed to give this institution a whole
new identity around the state. But we didn't fool anybody.
Emory and Henry, Washington and Lee, and the other schools our
teams competed against knew who we were, because they had to
pay to get their schedules printed. But to most others, we were
still just Madison College.

By CHRIS KOUBA
"What do you do for a living, Daddy?"
This simple question is probably asked of
most fathers at least once in their child's
lifetime. But it can be a very difficult and
painful answer for the head of the household
who is unemployed.
"What do you do for a living, Daddy?"
"Well, Nadia, it's hard to explain. I'm an
The campus is still scenic, if you
almost-Olympic athlete."
"Does that mean you didn't make the
team?"
like views of half-completed buildings'
"No, I'm on the U.S. Olympic Team, I've
been training for years. It's just that President
Carter wants us to boycott the 1980 Olympics in
so someone decided to let in more students. After all, the
Moscow."
_
University
of Virginia student enrollment ranges into five digits;
"Why doesn't he want you to go, Daddy?
how
can
we
compete if we can't match them student for student?
Aren't you good enough?"
Obviously,
with all these new people around hungry for an
"It's a very complicated international
education,
we
needed more buildings to house and teach them in.
situation, Nadia, but I'll try to explain it to
So Graf ton-S tova 11 Theatre was built Now, some 1500-1700 people
you."
short of 10,000, G-S Theatre seats about 7-and a half percent of the
"Once upon a time, two boys named Jimmy
body.
and Leo lived on the same block. Each a very - student
The
movers
and shakers around here must have realized that
large house, because each had a very large
while
students
at JMU weren't seeking movies, they would need
family. Jimmy's house had a big, open front
places
to
take
instruction
in their various fields of study. So a new
yard, where people could do almost anything
education
building
was
planned
and constructed. Which is great
they wanted. Nobody knew about Leo's yard,
for
education
majors,
but
according
to a survey by The Breeze
because it had an iron fence all the way around
last
year,
business,
physical
education,
and communication arts
it. Leo and Jiminv would ^^y^tocetber
are
the
three
most
flrevalant
majors
on
campus. I thought we
sometimes, and Jimmy would ofteTnflvexeo
were
trying
to
shed
the
image
of
being
just
a teacher's college.
some of his lunch.
The
far-sightedness
of
administrators
and planners here is
"One day Leo tried to make friends with a
providing
us
with
a
new
athletic
complex
across Interstate 81,
boy from the other sidce of the tracks, who was
which reportedly won't have raquetba 11 courts, enough basketball
called Alfie. At least he said he wanted to be
courts, enough show rs, and if run anything like Godwin Hall,
Alf ie's friend and he gave him a puppet to play
enough time for the individual student who isn't affiliated with
with. Leo spent more and more time at Abie's,
teams or clubs to use the facilities.
and pretty soon he wouldn't come home even at
However, we are finally getting that library extension we have
night.
been screaming about for years. Or at least we are getting the
But Jimmy could see that Leo wanted Alf ie's
shell of an extension. The funding hasn't come through for the
house, and that he was building an iron fence
inside yet. I hope the funding passes, though, because we sure
around it. Jimmy told Leo to leave Alf ie's or he
would look stupid with a big empty extension on our library. Of
would stop sharing his lunch. He also said that
course, we could always consider putting raquetball courts in
he wouldn't let his family play at Leo's all i there. Waste not, want hot
summer long, even though Leo could play. in_
~ On top of all this, a $1.7 million proposal has-just been suggested
his yard in the winter."
to allow construction of a new 136-bed dormitory. Hopefully, this
"If Jimmy won't let you play at the Olymwould free JMU from having to house students in the Howard
pics, will he stop paying your salary?"
Johnson's across Route 81. But looking around the only place
"The government doesn't pay the U.S
with enough room to build a new dorm seems to be by the new
Olympic Team, or tell us how to train or what
athletic complex across 1-81.
to do. They just tell us what we can't do.
This instituuon is into its sixth semester as James Madison
"Sometimes Olympic athletes can make
University,
and what have all these changes gotten us? Classes
commercials to make money. But no one would
are, if anything.more crowded now, because there are more
buy anything from a nameless almost-Olympic
people. Has the level of education increased? I haven't noticed
athlete."
any great enlightening around here. You have to leave earlier
Just then the telephone rang. The nameless
now because you have to walk around the buildings that cover the
athlete answered it, and as he listened a smile
paths you used to take. The campus is still scenic,If you like views
came to his face. He whistled as he hung up the
of half-completed buildings partially shielding the mountains.
Our sports program is still pretty good, when we play the
phone.
"The Olympics aren't so bad after all. The
nobodies. But UVa and Va. Tech don't exactly quake when
official supplier of flour to the U.S. almost
someone mentions the Dukes.
Olympic Team just asked me to make comThe students at James Madison University know all about
better and bigger. We know that if our registration material gets
mercials for their product."
withheld that we BETTER get up early, because the line is going
"What flour is it. Daddy?"
"General Mills' Gold Medal."
• -tobe BIGGER- than-ever before.' ••-■•«■
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Readers'
Kappa Sigma cup sales left 'out in the cold'
To the editor:
In response to the Jan. 26
article concerning
Pood
Services' sale of drinks
(cups?) at sporting events, I
would like to say that the
administration is allowing a
dangerous precedent to be set.
How can an institution that
promotes the formation and
existence
of
student
organizations justify "pulling
the rug" from under their
sources of income.
Mr. Blume, Vending Concessions Director, stated that,
"We're (Food Service) in the
business of selling drinks and
not cups." This reflects what 1
fear to be the viewpoint of the
administration which invariably approves programs
of this kind. Surely Mr,. Blume
realizes, as Vending Concessions Director, that drinks
have always been available at
JMU sporting events. So Mr.
Blume, aren't you in the
business of sellng cups as
well? Of course you are. Now
that this practice has been
established as business, let
me speak from the entrepreneur's point of view.
These cups which Mr.
Blume stated are a "beautiful

public relations item for the
university" are also turning a
slick
profit.
With' the
wholesale cost of a cup at $.20
and the price per serving of
Coke at $.09, we find that the
product cost is a mere $.29 per
serving. *
Since we know labor cost
remains the same whether
you charge $.35 for a Coke in a
paper cup or $1.00 for a Coke
in a plastic cup, we will exclude it. This charge lends a
$.71 profit per serving. Ah,
perhaps it is the profit motive
that induced Pood Services to
"take over" Kappa Sigma's
major source of revenue. No,
realistically speaking, I doubt
it With JMU Food Service
being one of the largest
operations of its kind in the
country, and possessing a
budget of approximately $5
million, a couple of thousand
dollars in cup sales would be a
"droo in the bucket" at most.
To address Mr. Blume's
statement - "I don't expect to
see Kappa Sigma pushed otu
of the market," I would like to
suggest that he take a moment
to ponder the term "market
saturation." Yes. it's true.
The cup market does become
saturated. Having been in-

volved in Kappa Sigma's cup
sales for three years, I can
assure you that when a
student buys one or two cup
he won't buy another until he
loses the original purchase.
Ah, but that won't affect your
sales since the alumni and
community response to your
cups has been so "ecstatic."
Meanwhile, students also buy
your "public relations item*
which in turn saturates Kappa
Sigma's market.
Sounds like a classic case
for a Business Law class,
doesn't it? But I guess it
doesn't matter since "no one
can compete with Food
Services." By the way who's
competing? Kappa Sigma had
been selling the cups for three
years prior to this date, and
like Mr. Blume said, they sell
drinks not cups. Oh well, it
just goes to show you that
campus organization can't
stand in the way of a
progressive institution like
Vending-Food Service.
Since, as Mr. Blume stated,
the concession is "in the
business of selling drinks, not
cups," why not fill our cups
with your drinks? You still
offer a Coke (and a smile), a

Guestspot

Debris should ask:
Are we not lousy?
By DAVID LETSON
Classified:
Needed-a band, or a
reasonable facsimile thereof. No experience
necessary. No talent necessary. Only
qualifications needed are the ability to Inflict rabies and a killer commercial instinct.
It is my deduction that the members of the
group Debris read this advertisement- or
something like it the day bete ^hey played
at the Warren University ballroom here. It
was only then that they decided they should
form a band.
R-ring. "Hello, Jim, Jim White. This is

within the last month or if he was born with
the innate ability to do it in such a lousy
fashion.
Musically (?) the group did offer some
refreshing moments. These occured when
Tom Robinson, "the band's semi-resident
enigma," took a seat. Ironically this too was
the only place where Mark Sutton shed any
light in b> "-^m (The Breeze, Jan. 29).
Tom Robinson is as convincing as any
evidence for Devo's theory of the evolution
of man. Indeed, Debris seems to ask: Q-Are
we not lousy?

'Also, it may be said of Punk musicians in general
that they do not have to be or do not want to be good'
i
^
;
Mike High, wanna start a band? I've called
some other dudes -and we've got the
makings of a band, but we need a singer that
will fit our style. Our style? Well, none of us
have any talent at all. We are pretty lousy,
and that's why we think you will fit In
perfectly. So Jim, what do you say?'
"Sure!" said Jim.
Actually, I am being slightly unfair to this
group of businessmen. (I refuse to call them
musicians.) The truth is, as reported in the
Jan. 22 edition of The Breeze the group's
eitarists, Kevin O'Hare and Jack Graf,
ve been playing approximately a year
and their drummer, Drew Gardner, had not
played since eighth grade before picking up
his sticks again a little over a month ago. We
have no way of telling if lead vocalist Jim
White had started imitatig Mick Jagger
JH.1A. l.i .

What Debris lacks in musicianship may
not be news tu many, after all, that has
already ben spoken of in an earlier edition of
The Breeze. Abo, it may be said of Punk
musicians in general that they often do not
have to be or do not want to be good. In this
sense perhaps the group achieved some
measure of success.
The fact that it took two guitarists to play
rhythm the entire show certainy makes
them at least above average in this respect.
But Punk music is, above all, a rebellion
against everything under the sun, including
commercial music.
What we paid a dollar to see the night of
Saturday, Jan, 26, was not an inventive punk
group, but only a band of pseudo-musicians,
whose only artistic expression was their
love of money. It's a crime.

.'111. J'.l.Ji.'lJ
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"beautiful public relations
item" and Kappa Sigma
retains their source of
revenue.
Certainly
your
revenue proportionally (from
cup sales) is not substantial
enough to warrant such an
unfair and ethically unsound
practice as is now being
carried on.
Alas, organizational
presidents take heed, for no
matter what your source of
revenue may be, if the
University can "cashrin" on it

and leave you out in the cold,
it seems as though they will.
However, I have great faith in
our administration, and I
don't think the change from
Madison College to "Go for
the Gold" has been that great.
I'm sure the same individuals
who
nurse
campus
organizations with oae hand,
will not slap them in the face
with the other. "Go for the
gold" It's ironic isn't it?
JAY 8. CONLEY
P.O. Box 854

Science classes are okay —*
To the editor:
In response to Edward
Woods' letter concerning the
Science Department here,
(The Breeze, Jan. 29), I would
like to share several thoughts.
As a senior majoring in
geology, over 60 percent of my
credits are in Math, Physics,
Biology, Chemistry,
and
Geology.
I
have
had
professors and-or courses
which I found to be less than
satisfactory, yet I find it hard
to accept Mr.
Woods'
wholesale comdenmation of
the science programs at
Madison. It has been my own
experience that the faculty
and staff in these five
departments have been much
more readily available and
concerned
about
their
students than those in some of
my other basic studies
courses. I am not freely extending kudos to every

professor in the College of
Letters and Sciences, but I am
denying from personal experience that these people are
unprofessional and inept. As a
scientist I recognize the value
of obtaining enough data to
allow for error, therefore I
willingly place my experiences in 28 science
courses up for examination
against the eight courses Mr.
Woods mentions. I believe
that the education in the
sciences that I have received
here at James Madison
University has been more
than satisfactory; if it were
not, I would have transferred
to another university. Thus it
is with certain surprise that I
learn from Mr: Woods' letter
that I have not spent these
past four years at a "real
university."
Where have I been?
Alison E. MacDonaM

* Olympic*
(Continued from Page 18)
Secondly, when considering
the athletes who have devoted
their lives to braining for the
1980 Olympics, think of the
students who have arduously
-u,.ovto^ jagjj yie to the study
of one career field. In effect,
the U.S. is boycotting Moscow
to hopefully prevent further
Soviet aggression and a war.
Should this occur, that
students would be drafted and
their lifetime goals would be
wiped out, much like the
athletes; except that the
student might get killed for it.
Finally, in any crisis
situation, people must make
sacrifices.
-Rather- than, leaving the
picture as bleak as I have, we
would examine some im-

portant alternatives. One,
which has been men tioned, is
to postpone the Olympics for a
year and hold it m a neutral
location, such as Greece or
Switzerland. In addition,
perhaps the Olympics should
be held ir, the ss^te place f roc
- now on. It would prevent host
countries from using the
games to their advantage.
Perhaps the profits earned, if
any, could be divided among
the Olympic committees of
the participating countries.
In any case, the U.S. must
boycott Moscow. In the
tradition of non-violent protest
embodied in the phiopsphies
of Martin Luther King and
Mahatma Ghandi, the nonvoknt protest of Jhe Summer
Olympics in Moscow will be
very effective.

KDITOR Theresa Beale
MANAGING KDITOR Maureen Riley
B l" SINK SS M A N A G K R
Russell F leetw ood
Th* Breeze is published every Tuesday and Friday except
where otherwise noted
Correspondence should be addressed to The Breeze. Wine
Price Building. James Madison University. Harrisonburg,
Virginia 22107
Comments and complaints about The Breeie should be
directed to Theresa Beale. editor of The Breeze.
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Scramble for Africa
Colonization altered European balance of power
By VANCE RICHARDSON
- Anglo-French rivalry for
power in Africa was the major
event which propelled West
Africa into world affairs,
according to a visiting scholar
from Nigeria who spoke here
Wednesday.
The West African subregion has been in contact
with Europe for many centuries, but the "scramble for
Africa," as European powers
began to colonize the region in,
the early 19th century twHT
sformed the region into one of
stategic
importance
to
European
powers,
Dr.
Modilim Achufusi said.
Achufusi,
deputy
vice
chancellor at the University of
Nigeria, is presently a scholar
in residence at Virginia State
University in Petersburg. He
is the second of seven visiting
scholars scheduled to visit
JMU this semester. ,
Acufusi said the "scramble
for Africa" left the balance of
power in Europe at stake as .
France began "conquering
and expanding her political
positions" in West Af nca, and
Britain began expanding her
influence in the Gold Coast.

N#

EUROPEAN POWERS met
in Germany in 1884 and
decided that any claimant to
African territory must be in
firm control of the area, he
said. This served to further
make West Africa an "object
of contention in international
affairs," but West Africa was
not allowed to participate in
the discussions and decisions
concerning it, according to
Acufusi.
France soon gained control
over the vast majority of West
Africa, he said, and in the
World War I the nations in the
region were "called upon to
help
their
.respective
masters." West Africa sent
180,000 troops to fight
"shoulder to shoulder with
French forces on the Western
front."
President Woodrow
Wilson's promise of national
self-determination once the

pnoto bv Jot Uttntckm*vr9tr

TODAY AFRICANS are hopeful that
collective
self-reliance
and
growing
cooperation among developing nations can be
war was won was applauded
in West Africa, Acufusi said.
However, when the war was
over,, the colonial powers
decided to interpret Wilson's

used as an effective weapon a gainst'poverty
and disease. Dr. Mod ill m Achufusi said here
Wednesday.

pledge to apply to independent
nations—not colonies.
The
African
colonies
flourished after the war and
Britain continued its policy of

indirect rule as France
continued its policy of
assimilation—convincing
West Africans to become
French citizens.

°\

SPECTRUM
Comments on world issues

J

DURING WORLD War II
the West African colonies
were again "called upon to
rally around our colonial
masters and fight world
fascism," Acufusi said. In the
process of the war, French
President Charles DeGaulle
promised independence to the
colonies, and according to
Acufusi, the war "served as a
catalyst to the independence
movement in the region."
After the war Britain was
the first "to read the handwriting on the wall and realize
the storm winds were blowing
across West Africa," Acufusi
said. Britain allowed Africans
to participate in
their
legislatures but made sure
only the "good boys" served
on these legislative bodies, he
said.
In 1960 Nigeria was one of
the first West African colonies
to receive its indepedence.
Soon all of Britian's colonies
in the region were free.
In 1963 the Organization of
African Unity (OAU) was
formed and African colonies
embarked on a policy of nonalignment, judging countries
on their relations with Africa,
Acufusi said.
TODAY AFRICANS are
hopeful that" the collective
self-reliance and growing
cooperation
among
developing nations can be
used as an effective weapon
against poverty and disease,
he said. There are still "socioKlitical
and geographic
triers to increased international
affairs"
but
Acufusi said he believes West
Africans can improve their
position in the world by
promoting regional economic
cooperation and intra-African
trade.
One major threat to West,
Africa is the rapid expansion
of the Saharah Desert, which
along with prolonged periodic
drought,
endangers
food
Production in the region.
here is great cost involved in
arresting the desert's expansion, Acufusi said.

Nigeria unable to provide education for all
By VANCE RICHARDSON
The'thirteen universities in Nigeria are
"nowhere near enough" to provide
education for aU the students in the West
African -nation -who- want and-can affordhigher education, a visiting scholar said
here Wednesday.
That some students want to learn but
can't is a "great pity," Dr. Modilim Acufusi
said.
Acufusi, a political scientist and professor
of history at the University of Nigeria, spoke
to a political science class here about the
educational system in Nigeria before his
later lecture in Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
The present government in Nigeria—the
first
democratrically-elected
civilian
government in the nation's historyattaches great importance to education, he
said.,
SINCE 197S Nigeria has provided free
primary education for those students who
are in a/village that has a school or can live
with relatives in such a village. However,
Acufusi said the Nigerian government is
unable to provide enough schools for all the
children who wish to attend.

Although Nigeria has made great strides
in educating its citizenry since gaining its
independence from Great Britain in 1960,
Acufusi said only 60 percent of the
population is hterater
The northern portion of Nigeria is
educationally backwards compared to the
southern part of the nation, Acufusi said.
This is mainly the result of colonia liza tion in
the 19th Century when British missionaries
brought education to the southern and
coastal sections of Nigeria but were careful
not to offend Moslem leaders in the northern
section of the country.
Half of Nigeria's 80 million citizens are
Moslem and the reminder are mostly
Christian, according to Acufusi.
THE TASK of educating Nigerians was
left to the Christian missionaries who
weren't welcome in the Moslem north, he
said. Although the missionary schools were
largely empty at first and parents tended to
send only those children "they liked least,"
Acufusi said once Nigerian parents started
to see the advantages of educating their
children, more students began attending
school.

The first schools were built in the 1840s in
southern Nigeria. Later the government
stepped in to support the missionary schools
but forbade the teaching'of religion in the
schools. After 1900 the government began
building its own schools, be said.
Traditional African education still has the
same main objectives it has always had,
Acufusi said. These objectives are: to
develop the child's physical and intellectual
skills; to develop the child's character; -to
teach respect for elders and authorities; to
develop a healthy attitude towards work; to
develop a sense of belonging to the community; and to educate the child to appreciate the cultural heritage of the community at large.
Although tuition is free at Nigerian
universities, Acufusi noted that for many
students, raising the money for room and
board is very difficult. Fie believes the.
difficulty in raising funds, along with the
difficulty in gaining admittance to a
university in Nigeria, causes Nigerian
students to be more serious about their
studies than are students in America.
"There seem to be more people in the
libraries (in Nigeria)," he said.

